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Though no one can go back and make a brand new start, anyone can start from now and
make a brand new ending.
- Bard, Carl

We are told that talent creates its own opportunities. But it sometimes seems that intense
desire creates not only its own opportunities, but its own talents.
- Hoffer, Eric

If you're still believing, then you're almost there!
- Liccione, Anthony

One today is worth two tomorrows.
- Franklin, Benjamin

A little man often cast a long shadow.
- Proverb, Italian

Between whom there is hearty truth, there is love.
- Thoreau, Henry David
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An age is called Dark not because the light fails to shine, but because people refuse to
see it.
- Michener, James A.

A failure is not always a mistake, it may simply be the best one can do under the
circumstances. The real mistake is to stop trying.
- Skinner, B(urrhus) F(rederic)

He is greatest whose strength carries up the most hearts by the attraction of his own.
- Beecher, Henry Ward

When spider webs unite, they can tie up a lion.
- Proverb, Ethiopian

Asking the right questions takes as much skill as giving the right answers.
- Half, Robert

The human heart, at whatever age, opens only to the heart that opens in return.
- Edgeworth, Maria

Sin is too stupid to see beyond itself.
- Tennyson, Lord Alfred
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In times like these, it helps to recall that there have always been times like these.
- Harvey, Paul

Getting people to like you is merely the other side of liking them.
- Peale, Norman Vincent

You are only what you are when no one is looking.
- Edwards, Robert C.

Experience is one thing you can't get for nothing.
- Wilde, Oscar

You have not found your place until all your faculties are roused, and your whole nature
consents and approves of the work you are doing.
- Marden, Orison Swett

The freedom of the press works in such a way that there is not much freedom from it.
- Kelly, Grace (Patricia)

Wisdom is nothing more than healed pain.
- Lee, Robert E.
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We deem those happy who from the experience of life have learnt to bear its ills without
being overcome by them.
- Jung, Carl

Forty is the old age of youth, fifty is the youth of old age.
- Hugo, Victor

One of the best ways to persuade others is with your ears - by listening to them.
- Rusk, Dean

If you cannot do great things, do small things in a great way.
- Hill, Napoleon

The important question is not, what will yield to man a few scattered pleasures, but what
will render his life happy on the whole amount.
- Addison, Joseph

Come live with me, and be my love, and we will all the pleasures prove.
- Marlowe, Christopher

Show me the books he loves and I shall know the man far better than through mortal
friends.
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- Adams, Dawn

So much of what I am I got from you. I had no idea how much of it was secondhand.
- Townsend, Peter

One of the greatest discoveries a man makes, one of his great surprises, is to find he can
do what he was afraid he couldn't do.
- Ford, Henry

The future comes slowly, the present flies and the past stands still forever.
- Schiller, Johann Friedrich Von

If you're going to be able to look back on something and laugh about it, you might as well
laugh about it now.
- Osmond, Marie

When walking through the valley of shadows, remember, a shadow is cast by a Light.
- Barclay, H.K.

Expect victory and you make victory.
- Bradley, Preston

You're never a loser until you quit trying.
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- Ditka, Mike

The measure of a man is not the number of his servants, but in the number of people
whom he serves.
- Moody, Paul D.

Paralyze resistance with persistence.
- Hayes, Woody

Effective communication is 20% what you know and 80% how you feel about what you
know.
- Rohn, Jim

Generosity lies less in giving much than in giving at the right moment.
- Bruyere, Jean De La

In America the young are always ready to give to those who are older than themselves
the full benefits of their inexperience.
- Wilde, Oscar

God is at home, it's we who have gone out for a walk.
- Eckhart, Meister
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Truth is its own reward.
- Plato

The good man is the man who, no matter how morally unworthy he has been, is moving to
become better.
- Dewey, John

When people are bored it is primarily with themselves.
- Hoffer, Eric

Admonish your friends privately, but praise them openly.
- Syrus, Publilius

Faith is to believe what we do not see; and the reward of this faith is to see what we
believe.
- Augustine, St.

Our heart oft times wakes when we sleep, and God can speak to that, either by words, by
proverbs, by signs and similitudes, as well as if one was awake.
- Bunyan, John

You may delay, but time will not, and lost time is never found again.
- Franklin, Benjamin
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I have never let my schooling interfere with my education.
- Twain, Mark

Work and play are words used to describe the same thing under differing conditions.
- Twain, Mark

The secret of happiness is not in doing what one likes, but in liking what one does.
- Barrie, Sir James M.

If you haven't seen your wife smile at a traffic cop, you haven't seen her smile her
prettiest.
- Hubbard, Kin

Behind every successful man is a proud wife and a surprised mother-in-law.
- Humphrey, Hubert H.

The ultimate of being successful is the luxury of giving yourself the time to do what you
want to do.
- Price, Leontyne

Those that are firm in their will mold the world to themselves.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von
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The world is moved along not only by the mighty shoves of its heroes, but also by the
aggregate of the tiny pushes of each honest worker.
- Keller, Helen

More gold has been mined from the thoughts of men than has been taken from the earth.
- Hill, Napoleon

A civilization is built on what is required of men, not on that which is provided for them.
- Saint-Exupery, Antoine De

Darkness can not drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate cannot drive out hate;
only love can do that.
- King Jr. Martin Luther

God loves each of us as if there were only one of us.
- Augustine, St.

Real love stories never have endings.
- Bach, Richard

Love thy neighbor as thyself, but choose your neighborhood.
- Beal, Louise
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Opera is when a guy gets stabbed in the back and instead of bleeding he sings.
- Gardner, Edward

Competing in sports has taught me that if I'm not willing to give 120 percent, somebody
else will.
- Blomberg, Ron

The only normal people are the one's you don't know very well.
- Ancis, Joe

Good teaching must be slow enough so that it is not confusing, and fast enough so that it
is not boring.
- Harris, Sidney J.

When you cease to make a contribution, you begin to die.
- Roosevelt, Eleanor

That man is richest whose pleasures are the cheapest.
- Thoreau, Henry David

Work keeps at bay, three great evils -- boredom, vice and need.
- Voltaire
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Stop trying to perfect your child, but keep trying to perfect your relationship with him.
- Henker, Dr.

Happiness is a by-product. You cannot pursue it by itself.
- Levenson, Samuel

Your success and happiness lies in you. Resolve to keep happy, and your joy and you
shall form an invincible host against difficulties.
- Keller, Helen

Liberty is the only thing you cannot have unless you are willing to give it to others.
- White, William Allen

Many a happiness in life, as many a disaster, can be due to chance, but the peace within
us can never be governed by chance.
- Maeterlinck, Maurice

The visible mark of extraordinary wisdom and power appear so plainly in all the works of
creation.
- Locke, John

Energy and persistence alter all things.
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- Franklin, Benjamin

Honest hearts produce honest actions.
- Young, Brigham

Diaper backward spells repaid. Think about it.
- Mcluhan, Marshall

A knowledge of men is the prime secret of business success.
- Mills, Darius Ogden

One of the signs of an approaching nervous breakdown is the belief that one's work is
terribly important.
- Russell, Bertrand

It takes 20 years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it. If you think about that,
you'll do things differently.
- Buffett, Warren

Success is to be measured not so much by the position that one has reached in life as by
the obstacles which one has overcome while trying to succeed.
- Washington, Booker T.
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It takes as much energy to wish as it does to plan.
- Roosevelt, Eleanor

As long as a man stands in his own way, everything seems to be in his way.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

At no time is freedom of speech more precious than when a man hits his thumb with a
hammer.
- Lumsden, Marshall

Earth laughs in flowers.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

The family is the nucleus of civilization.
- Durant, William J.

Try to learn something about everything and everything about something.
- Huxley, Thomas H.

Problems are only opportunities in work clothes.
- Kaiser, Henry J.

To err is human; to admit it, superhuman.
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- Larson, Doug

If humanity does not opt for integrity we are through completely. It is absolutely touch and
go. Each one of us could make the difference.
- Fuller, Buckminster

God heals and the doctor takes the fee.
- Franklin, Benjamin

A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.
- Ward, William A.

The strength of a nation, especially of a republican nation, is in the intelligent and well
ordered homes of the people.
- Sigourney, Lydia

People need loving the most when they deserve it the least.
- Harrigan, John

There never was a truly great man that was not at the same time truly virtuous.
- Franklin, Benjamin

Business, more than any other occupation, is a continual dealing with the future; it is a
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continual calculation, an instinctive exercise in foresight.
- Luce, Henry

Make haste slowly.
- Proverb, Latin

It always takes a person much longer to tell you what he thinks than what he knows.
- Saying

A distracted existence leads us to no goal.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

A man may fall many times but he won't be a failure until he says someone pushed him.
- Letterman, Elmer G.

What was hard to suffer is sweet to remember.
- Seneca

It always looks darkest just before it gets totally black.
- Brown, Charlie

The measure of a man is what he does with power.
- Pittacus
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The human race has improved everything, but the human race.
- Stevenson, Adlai E.

An animal will always look for a person's intentions by looking them right in the eyes.
- Powers, H.

When you do not know what you are doing and what you are doing is the best -- that is
inspiration.
- Bresson, Robert

Excess generally causes reaction, and produces a change in the opposite direction,
whether it be in the seasons, or in individuals, or in governments.
- Plato

Show me someone who has done something worthwhile, and I'll show you someone who
has overcome adversity.
- Holtz, Lou

A Victory without danger is a triumph without glory.
- Corneille, Pierre

Success comes from knowing that you did your best to become the best that you are
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capable of becoming.
- Wooden, John

Middle age is when a guy keeps turning off lights for economical rather than romantic
reasons.
- Cass, Eli

Formal education will make you a living; self-education will make you a fortune.
- Rohn, Jim

Always remember when you are on top of the world , that the earth rotates every 24 hrs.
- Makris, Steve G.

Most of the important things in the world have been accomplished by people who have
kept on trying when there seemed to be no help at all.
- Carnegie, Dale

Chase your passion, not your pension.
- Waitley, Denis

I know God will not give me anything I can't handle. I just wish that He didn't trust me so
much.
- Mother Teresa
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One should never trust a woman who tells one her real age. A woman who would tell one
that would tell one anything.
- Wilde, Oscar

There is danger when a man throws his tongue into high gear before he gets his brain
a-going.
- Phelps, C. C.

Change yourself and your work will seem different.
- Peale, Norman Vincent

Seek not good from without: seek it within yourselves, or you will never find it.
- Suttner, Bertha Von

Discovery consists of seeing what everybody has seen and thinking what nobody has
thought.
- Gyorgyi, Albert

He who opens a school door, closes a prison.
- Hugo, Victor

Choose your wife as you wish your children to be.
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- Proverb

Success has made failures of many men.
- Adams, Cindy

It's never too late to have a happy childhood.
- Dyer, Wayne

Surely the best way to meet the enemy is head on in the field and not wait till they plunder
our very homes.
- Goldsmith, Oliver

One's life has value so long as one attributes value to the life of others, by means of love,
friendship, indignation and compassion.
- Beauvoir, Simone De

The world breaks everyone and afterward many are stronger at the broken places.
- Hemingway, Ernest

It is one of the most beautiful compensations in life that no man can sincerely try to help
another without helping himself.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo
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Where the willingness is great, the difficulties cannot be great.
- Machiavelli, Niccolo

The penalty good men pay for indifference to public affairs is to be ruled by evil men.
- Plato

Courage is fear that has said its prayers.
- Bernard, Dorothy

We were two and had but one heart between us.
- Villon, Francois de Montcorbier

True courage is like a kite; a contrary wind raises it higher.
- Petit-Senn, John

The person who does not know how to live while they are making a living is a poorer
person after their wealth is won than when they started.
- Holland, Josiah Gilbert

While grief is fresh, every attempt to divert only irritates. You must wait till grief be
digested, and then amusement will dissipate the remains of it.
- Johnson, Samuel
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It is necessary to be slightly under employed if you are to do something significant.
- Watson, James

I maintain that, if everyone knew what others said about him, there would not be four
friends in the world.
- Pascal, Blaise

Are we controlled by our thoughts, or are we controlling our thoughts?
- Holliwell, Raymond

A successful marriage requires falling in love many times, always with the same person.
- McLaughlin, Mignon

History repeats itself. That's one of the things wrong with history.
- Darrow, Clarence

The gent who wakes up and finds himself a success hasn't been asleep.
- Mizner, Wilson

Great ideas need landing gear as well as wings.
- Jackson, C. O.

People that seem so glorious are all show; underneath they are like everyone else.
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- Euripides

What the world needs is more geniuses with humility, there are so few of us left.
- Levant, Oscar

Good teaching is one-fourth preparation and three-fourths theater.
- Godwin, Gail

Make no judgments where you have no compassion.
- Mccaffrey, Anne

If you want to make an easy job seem mighty hard, just keep putting off doing it.
- Miller, Olin

Life may change, but it may fly not; Hope may vanish, but can die not; Truth be veiled, but
still it burneth; Love repulsed, -- but it returneth.
- Shelley, Percy Bysshe

Use your precious moments to live life fully every single second of every single day.
- Marcia, Wieder

If you focus on results, you will never change. If you focus on change, you will get results.
- Dixon, Jack
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I am in that temper that if I were under water I would scarcely kick to come to the top.
- Keats, John

Long years must pass before the truths we have made for ourselves become our very
flesh.
- Valery, Paul

Those who have mastered etiquette, who are entirely, impeccably right, would seem to
arrive at a point of exquisite dullness.
- Parker, Dorothy

Words may show a man's wit but actions his meaning.
- Franklin, Benjamin

When you put faith, hope and love together, you can raise positive kids in a negative
world.
- Ziglar, Zig
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